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A casual reader of the poetry of James Thomson 
will probably be impressed by the frequency with which 
he gives expression to his poems on the subject of 
hopelessness, sorrow and despair. Accepting as a general 
definition of the term morbid, a statement such as 
"having a deep concern with death and subjects related 
thereto," one would be certain to describe the poetry 
of James Thomson as morbid. 
It is the purpose of this paper to analyze the poetry 
of this writer with the intent of (1) explaining the nature 
of his morbidity and (2) suggesting possible reasons why 
he gave a feeling of morbidity to the expression of many 
of his poems. 
Matters of Background 
In order to understand more clearly why James Thom­
son and other poets of the Victorian era gave morbid 
expression to most of their poems, one must first under­
stand conditions in society and the spirit of the time 
There were two forces which caused a general morbidity, 
at work in the life and thought of Victorian England which 
influenced the literature of the period more than any 
2 
other factor. It was (U dis ension in the church and 
(2j the advance of science. These are not separate but 
interdependent forces; each acted upon the other and 
did much tc determine the spirit of the age and litera­
ture. 
Dissension in the Church 
The christian church could not remain unaffected 
by the secular tendencies of the nineteenth century, 
and in many ways the effect was adverse. The Darwinian 
science, discus-ed below, led many persons to doubt and 
denial, though others found in the grand pageant of evolu­
tion a finer religious inspiration than the old doctrine 
of the special creation of each species. Still greater 
disturb, nee was caused to sosi# minds by the now Biblical 
criticism. The Gorman theologian, David Friedrich 
Strauss and the French essayist and historian, Earnest 
Eenan, wrote lives of Christ which contended that legend 
and myth mingled with history in the Kuw Testament aa 
well as in the Old. Some political developments of the 
time were even more damaging to organised Christianity 
than such intellectual controversies. Thus, millions of 
working men, especially in Hussla, Germany, Austria, and 
France deserted the church in belief that thuy were ob­
stacles, Socialism, or in some way associated with existing 
nationalism in many countries reactionary governmenta* 
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absorbed the emotional enthusiasm that used to be at 
the service of religion.1 The new excitement of urban 
life and industrial competition made the people more 
secular minded than before, 
could do on Sunday besides attend church. 
There were many things one 
These conditions 
caused much unrest for the people. 
In spite of these distractions, religion seemed to 
have been a v^ry vital factor in the ege of Darwin* The 
Rom ntic revival and the increased interest in the his­
tory of the past, especially the medieval past, made 
the writings of the skeptics of the enlightenment now 
seem vsry superficial. Even those who, like the French 
essayist and historian, Earnest Renan and the English 
poet and critic, Matthew Arnold, cound not accept all the 
doctrine of the Christian Church,showed a reverence toward 
it as a great and beneficial historic force.2 The Roman 
Catholic Church gained almost as much in influence as it 
In 1$70, at the very time when lost in political power. 
Pope Pius II was losing his temporal power to the king­
dom of Italy, he elevated the doctrine of papal infalli­
bility into a dogma of the church. 
In Great Britain there was a reawakening of religious 
The evangelical move-fervor which took opposite forms, 
ment among the dissenting sects, and also in the Low 
1. Boak, Hyma, Slosson, The Growth of European Civili­
zation, Vol. II, p. 433* 
2. Ibid. 
K 
* Church party of the Church of England, and the New Free 
Kirk, which split off from the established Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland, were distinctly Protestant movements. 
Adherents resembled the Puritans of the seventeenth 
century and Wesleyan Methodists of the eighteenth in 
laying greatest stress on the personal religious experience 
of the individual.1 
The large incomes and many privileges of the Estab­
lished Church between 1300 and 1332 went to the members 
of the leading party, the High Churchmen, who enjoyed the 
emoluments of office but exhibited scant spirit of re­
ligion and in the religion there was no place for the 
exhibition of emotion - of the "enthusiasm and impassioned 
devotion" which had generally accompanied a religion of 
The English heredi-power in the lives of the devotees, 
tary estates passed to the oldest son and trade was 
thought beneath the nobility, opportunities were limited 
3 The abuses were many. to the church and the army. 
The genuinely religious men in the Anglican Church 
were likely to belong to the Evangelical minority. In 
principles and methods the Evangelicals in the Established 
By 1300 Church and the Methodists were not far apart. 
1. OP. flit.. P. 43A. 
2. Bowyer and Brooks, The Victorian Age, p. 10. 
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the Evangelical movement had lost much of its emotional 
excess and was gaining a position of influence in the 
Church in England, especially among the wealthy laymen,^ 
During the first third of the nineteenth century, the 
Evangelicals were concerned mainly with the salvation of 
souls and also gave support to certain reforms as: abolishing 
slavt; trade, whipping as a punishment for women, and the 
pillory w; s partially prohibited. 
After 1832 the evangelical, or Low Church, party 
secured the ruling power. As a result, the Oxford Move­
ment soon followed. This Oxford Movement derived its 
name from its place of origin. It was the revival of the 
doctrines and practices of an earlier age which took place 
in the Church of England. It is more strictly known 
as Tractarian from tracts which maintained that the Church 
of England was being led astray from its historic position 
as a branch of the Church Catholic and that it was necessary 
to reaffirm it in the apostolic succession of its episco­
pate and in the sacraments s efficacious sources of Divine 
John Henry Newman was one of the leaders of the 
The Oxford Movement 
grace. 
movement. . He wrote many "tracts", 
emphasized priestly authority, the use of sacraments, a 
rich and elaborate ritual, and other elements of the 
Roman Catholic tradition. The movement lasted twelve years. 
1. Ibid., p. 11. 
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Newman left the Church of England and eventually became 
a cardinal in the Church of Rome. Others remained within 
the Anglican Church and formed a High Church, or Anglo-
Catholic party within it. During the second third of the 
nineteenth century there was considerable hostility on 
the part of the various religious groups toward one another, 
evangelicalism was fundamentally Puritanical, and was 
strongly opposed to the Oxford Movement. The members of 
the established Church had a constant fear that the Dis­
senters might attempt the disestablishment of the church. 
Finally, many of the High Church group and some of the 
Evangelicals opposed the Broad Church on matters of doc­
trine and on the position of science.1 The vigorous 
propaganda of Christian missions widely extended the area 
both Catholics and Protestants. of Christendom 
In Germany a new movement of idealistic philosophy 
quickened and deepened religious consciousness. Im-
manuel Kant was the first, and perhaps the greatest, of 
this school, but there were many others. K nt taught 
that the experience of the senses tells us merly of the 
The doctrines of religion external impression of things, 
cannot be directly demonstrated but there is a practi­
cal value in believing certain religious doctrines, such 
as the existence arid benevolence of God, the immortality 
of the soul, the freedom of the will, and the supremacy of 
1. Ibid.. P.-I2T 
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the moral law. Even time and space are perhaps not 
ultimate realities, for the human mind, in receiving 
them has put its own impress on them. Not all German 
philosophers were idealists.^ Arthur Schopenhauer was a 
powerful figure among the pessimists; his central 
thesis was that the will to live which animates all living 
beings leads them only to suf ering and disappointment. 
James Thomson read widely of Schopenhauer and other pes­
simists of the period.^ 
The Advance of Science 
The growth of science has been one of the foremost 
influences to shape the thought of the age. Soi e of the 
most acute thinkers of the century devoted their lives 
to scientific investigation concerning the changing world 
and the evolving forms of life. But the general concep­
tion of this theory is much older than the nineteenth 
century. Such an idea was hinted among the Greeks and 
Roman philosophers, and in the ei^iteenth century evolu­
tion was the doctrine widely discussed.^ At the opening 
of the nineteenth century Lamarck, a distinguished French 
naturalist, advanced the interesting theory of the species 





Hyma, Slossom, Qp« Cit., p. 435* 
414. P. 
a 
The geologist explained in the early part of the 
century how fossil remains of earlier forms of life were 
found in layers, the deepest and oldest containing very 
simple forms, and every higher layer containing more 
complicated forms of plant and animal life, until in the 
uppermost layers the remains are almost like the plants 
and animals alive today. The biologist suggested that 
the higher forms had developed from lower ones by a 
lengthy process of evolution. The Victorian era set forth 
clearly the evolution hypothesis, which teaches the order­
ly development of life from simple to complex forms* The 
theory developed by Charles Darwin was a bomb shell cast 
into intellectual life. He developed this theory in­
to the Origin of Species (1859). It ere-ted a sensation, 
and vis viewed by many as conflicting with the then 
prevalent interpretation of the Scriptures in telling 
the story of the Creation, which had until then been ac­
cepted by the church. Many thought the idea debased 
man by saying he descended from such low estate. But Dar­
win did not say that man descended from the ape, as many 
people believe, but that both descended from a common 
anthropoid ancestor. 
The scientists were considered atheists by many earnest 
people because they sug ested that the Divine Power had 
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employed a different method of creation from that which 
had long been accepted. The scientific picture of the 
physioal universe seemed to leave no plaoe for the kindly 
Deity in whom they for oenturies had plaoed their trust. 
Of all scientific thought of the age, the doctrine of 
evolution had the most Influence on both prose and poetry. 
In the midst of all these doubts and questions, 
people reacted in strikingly different ways. When 
called upon to change their conception of God and his 
methods to fit the new scientific discoveries, some of 
them rejected the new scientific ideas and clung to 
their old impressions with greater tenacity. Some lost 
faith altogether. Others became agnostic and said, 
HI don't know", and still others preserved their faith 
in God while holding that solence was merely giving us 
a more accurate conception of the Divine Mature. 
Within the realm of Christian orthodoxy were the 
churchmen who regarded the church as a highly respeotable 
institution, supporting reasonable authority and orderly 
Outside the pale of the church were men and progress. 
women who were earnestly trying to arrive at some sort 
of working faith from which the supernatural was ex­
cluded, such as the scientific naturalism of Thomas Huxley. 
This interest was growing in the face of the scientific 
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discoveries and theories, and the increasing confidence of 
men in applied science and machinery, with the hope that 
it would bring happiness and an understandable and econo­
mic salvation to all. 
The uncertainties created by the skepticism of the 
age brought about considerable reaction toward extreme or­
thodoxy, whether seen in the Roman Catholicism of John 
Henry Newman, Henry iidward Manning, Francis Thompson and 
in later years Gilbert Chesterton, or in the nun-like 
devotion and pietism of the Anglican, Christina Rossetti. 
The Darwinian theory was not the sole cause of any of the 
manifestations of religious unrest. Their function was 
rather the crystallizing in dramatic fashion of doubts 
which had darkening, like an impending cloud, the 
intellectual horizon of a whole generation. All these 
significant traits and forces were dominating liter ture. 
These forces influenced the "idea of growth", the search 
for truth, the way of regarding the problems of existence, 
and the religious faith to a very great extent. 
Ill 
The "growth idea" as expressed in literature 
Browning expressed this new idea of the working oi the 
Divine Power in "Rabbi Ben dzra" when he says that He 
(God) "fixed thee 'mid the dance of plastic circumst nee, 
and it taught the slow development of the lower into the 
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higher, and the necessity of time in the development of all 
things. Tennyson voiced it in the "Making of Man" when he 
says that man as yet is being made, and before the 
crowning Age of Ages, through an indefinitely long time 
uod will touch him into shape. Browning also emphasizes 
it in "Paracelus", Act V. 
The Victorian Age was distinguished by a groping 
after truth in every direction. Everywhere was a deter­
mination to learn the truth, irrespective of where it 
led. Men believed that all these truths, when woven to­
gether, would give new unity, dignity, and fulness to life. 
Some of the people insisted th t science would clip the 
win s of imagination, but it is generally recogni ed that 
evolution merely substituted a greater mystery in place of 
a lesser one. 
The hypothesis of evolutionary development caused 
men to regard from a new point of view the origin of life, 
its worth here, and its destiny hereafter. Tennyson 
proclaims what the human being of the future shall be 
in his poem, "In Memoriam" CX1I when he said that we are 
no longer half akin to brute, for all we thought, loved 
and did, hoped and suffered is but seed of flower and 
fruit in them. Matthew Arnold did not escape from the 
doubts that were raised. He and Clough were openly and 
profoundly despondent. However, skeptical as Clough was, 
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he held fast to a belief in an unseen truth in which 
there is no turning. But Arnold gave a note of sadness, 
of questioning;, and despair to his writings, yet there 
was ever a hint of patience and perseverance. Clough 
shows the idea in his poem "Dipsychus" and Matthew Ar­
nold shows it in "Dover Beach." Swinburne presented a 
gloomy picture of "the eternal sleep" with which 
materialism endeavors to solace the weary. His poem 
"The Garden of Proserpine" relates the idea when he says 
that we thank with brief thanksgiving whatever gods may 
be that no life lives forever. Materialistic ftalism 
leads naturally to pessimistic theories of life. The 
question, "Is life worth living?" was asked on all sides. 
On the supposition that this life ends all, the verdict 
of Tennyson, who perhaps more than any other poet re­
flected the mood of the age in "In Memoriam" 3LX.XIV, 
"Darkness at the core 
And dust and ashes all that is." 
On examining the works of many of the greatest 
writers of the period, one finds that they did not accept 
the hypothesis of a blind energy that cares nothing for 
This scientific discovery merely a "sparrow*s fall." 
stunned certain minds, while it served to stimulate others 
Yet some to reach greater heights of spiritual truth, 
never emerged from the shadow ol doubt st 11 the greatest 
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liter ture of the age is resonant with the voices of 
faith and hope. Carlyle and Ruskin were powerful 
religious teachers. The idea is ^lown in their works: 
'Sartor Resartus"by Carlyle and Ruskin's significant 
works are "The Seven Lamps of Architecture" and "The 
Stones of Venice." 
The greatest poets of the age used the vast stores 
of facts which the scientist had gathered, as lenses for 
deciphering more clearly the message from a Divine hand. 
Tennyson says that he falters where he firmly trod, and 
falling with has weight of car^s upon the great world's 
altar stairs that slopes through darkness up to God. 
However dark the stairs may be his creed is: 
"That nothing walks with aimless feet; 
That not one life shall be destroyed, 
Or cast as rubbish to the void, 
When God hath made the pile complete,"! 
Browning, combining his scientific knowledge with 
his emotional intensity, cries out with joyous hopeful­
ness in "Saul" XVII• 
Evolution impressed on both Browning and Tennyson 
the necessity of a hand that never wearies or guides 
wrong in the winding mazes of eternity. Tennyson, who 
wrestled with all the doubts of the century conc.jrning 
the hereafter, wrote just before his final voyagt across 
1. In Keraoriam LIV. i 
I 
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the Unknown Sea, "Crossing the Bar." Browning was ever 
optimistic. In his "Epologue to Asolando" the words are 
the last addressed In the world. He urged men to 
Strive and thrive! city, "Speed-fight on, 
fare ever 
There as here!" 
His faith knew no doubting. In all trouble, against 
all evil he stood firm. 
The effects whloh the foroee of the time had 
the writers of literature did not stop with a few. 
Others struggled against opposition from within and from 
without until they reached moments of victory or defeat. 
The Pre-Raphaelites, a group of young people who sought 
to bring back technical sincerity and spiritual truth to 
the arts of painting and poetry, did not entirely escape 
in their art for Dante Rossetti suggested utter grief and 
despair in "The Woodspurge." Swinburne's poetry is dis­
tinctly and vehemently antl-chrlstlan; and others of 
the period, distressed by doubts and unable to reoonoile 
to the old faith and the new knowledge of their time, 
carried into their works that uncertainty and unbelief 
which was the moral disease of their generation. 
In the study of the life of Christina Rossetti, one 
finds that because of her brother, she too, was of the 
group of Pre-Raphaelites. It is that season of doubt, 
upon 
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perplexity, and unrest, when strife between church end 
science was bitterest and each threatened to overthrow 
Though her poems treated on death or re-the other. 
lated sorrow, personal experiences and emotions, there 
was always a ray of hope. Her religious poems form a 
very important section of her works. It may perhaps be 
said that the two ideas most prevalent of all are in the 
effort to attain salvation of the soul in heaven, and the 
ardent absorbing devotion to the work and the very person 
of the Savior Jesus Christ. These ide s are diffused over 
the whole area of the Devotional Poems. Two love affairs 
had a great effect on the life of Christina Rossetd but 
these are trickles compared with the emotional cataracts 
of James Thomson. Her creed is feeling rather than in­
tellect. She is not touched with the doubt of the age but 
with its sadness. 
The attitudes viiich the poets took at the time 
V depended upon the temperament. 
CHAPTER II 
MATT-RS QK Ttt~ LIFE OF THOMSON 
James Thomson, second part of the same name, Is 
not to be mistaken for the James Thomson who lived in 
the eighteenth century, famous for writing The Seasons 
(1730). Neither must he be confused with Francis 
Thompson, his contemporary, a Catholic mystic who was 
also a great poet. 
Thomson was born at Port Glasgow, near Glasgow, 
He Scotland, on November 23, 1834, of Scotch parents, 
was the uon of a sailor and experienced great hardship 
He had a double nature which from his earliest years, 
came largely fro® his parents, who were very different 
His father was a captain in the merchant 
Although intemperate in his habit of drink, 
he was cheerful, bright, a clever mechanic, good con­
front each other. 
service. 
His panion, fond of reading, reciting, and singing* 
mother, Sarah'Kennedy, was deeply religious, strongly 
Imaginative and of a pensive, melancholy disposition. 
From his father the poet inherited th t genial and 
cheerful sociability which distinguished him all his 
Fro® his mother he inherited his brooding iaagl-
Owing to 
life. 
nation, his gloom and emotional temperament, 
his mother, James was reared in a severely religious 
household. 
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The poet himself was as a little boy 
compelled to memorize the Assembly^ 
Shorter Catechism, and was strictly 
dieted upon hymns and tracts popular 
with the Irvingites. So scrupulous 
was this early religious training 
that its influ nee clung to James 
all his days. His later blasphemies 
and slashes at orthodoxy are only 
the utterances of a deeply religious 
nature whose grim creed has completely 
failed him.l 
In 1S40 his father, while on a distant voyage, was 
paralyzed and rendered helpless, mentally and physically 
until his death in 1853 • Whether the stroke was the 
result of intemperance, of which the poet himself was 
later a victim, snd vihich, by his own admission, had run 
The in the family, has been a subject not yet decided, 
accident at once threw the family into fin ncial distress 
and in I842 they moved to various addresses in East Lon-
This home in East London was don, whether they drifted. 
2 a place of superstition and poverty. 
James Thomson, in his boyhood came to know the 
ugliness and murky atmosphere of metropolis, London, which 
$ 
he later described in the poem, "The City of Dreadful 
Night" as 




p. 9. •» 
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The street lamps burn amidst the baleful 
glooms 
Amidst the soundless solitudes immense 
Of ranged mansions dark and still as tombs. 
The silence which benumbs and strains the sense 
Fulfils with awe the soul's despair unweeping; 
Myriads of habitants are ever sleeping, 
Or dead, or fled from nameless pestilence^ 
The grim childish impressions of London ever remained 
with the poet though his later life was spent in the 
country. His mother died in 1343, leaving him to the 
care of his father, whose mind wavered between fits of 
anger or religious gloom, and torpor of old age.2 The 
boy was only eight years old when his mother died, and 
soon after he was placed in the Royal Caledonian Asylum, 
In 13$0 he left the Cale-a charity school for boys, 
donian for the Royal Military College in Chelsea, where 
he was trained to be an army school teacher* He served 
as assistant teacher at the garrison near Cork, Ireland. 
Here he met his friend, Charles Bradlaugh. They be­
came intimate friends.3 
When Thomson was twenty, he was assigned to an army 
encampment, but in 1362 he was discharged because he would 
not divulge the namd of the offender against the rules 
He read widely and was considered a brilliant of the camp. 
and accomplished scholar, but his habit of drink reached 
1. ibid., P. T. 
2. Ibid., p. 10. _ 
3. Bowyer and Brooks, OP. Cit.. p. 612. 
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the stage of disease and he had difficulty in holding 
positions or friends.* Bertram Lobell, his editor and 
biographer, says, "A man could hardly wish for a better 
companion than he was; while regards women, there was a 
charm about him which invariably made them his friends 
and admirers." Here one can easily see that from the 
cheerful and bright side of his nature which he inherited 
from his father, Thomson could easily gain a dmirers but 
the gloomy side along with the drink habit made him lose 
them. 
In 1BB2 Thomson spent some months in the Rocky 
Mountains in America for an English mining company, and 
the next year he became a special correspondent in Spain 
Aside from these two events he for the New York World. 
spent the rest of his years in an unattractive room in 
London, becoming more and more a victim of drink, 
poetry is inseparably connected with his life, 
one of the most personal of poets because his poems have 
a direct reference to his feelings whether gay or sad. 
U'hile he never discusses himself and his affairs directly, 






His Love Matters 
Themaon*s love affair, along with his double nature 
to be gay and sad, added much to his morbidity. In I85I 
while he was an assistant teacher in a garrison station 
at Ballincollig, a village near Cork, he met two persons 
who had great influence upon his career. One was Brad-
laugh, a trooper, and the other a young girl, i tilda 
Ueller. Thomson formed a pass! nate attachment to this 
young girl and was betrothed to her. After a year and 
a half, he returned to .ngland, and shortly thereafter 
he received word that his fi ncee was dead. The death 
of Matilda proved the most momentous event in his whole 
life. One cannot say whether this bereavement was the 
actual cause of his later life - long sorrow, or, whether 
it was merely a supreme incident to which his inevitable 
But we do know that the shock melancholy attached itself, 
of her death has be*n recorded again and again, sometimes 
with pathos, in various poems. Her death seemed to have 
left him wandering. He, himself, later blamed her death 
for the wreck of his life. 
And, ever since she ceased to be my guide, 
1 reel and stumble on life's solemn way; 
Ah, ever since her eyes withdrew their light, 
1 wander, lost in blackest stormy night. 
21 
Hi3 only poeia in the year 1$$4 was a lessent to her and 
in 165? he described her in a fantastic story. 
For thought retraced the long sad year 
Of pallid nailer and frosen tears 
Back to a certain festal night, 
A whirl and blase of swift delight 
when we together danced, we two;" 
I live it all again • Do you 
fieswinber how I broke down quite 
In the sere polka? 
In I85B he described his love-plight in"Fadeless Bowers". 
Behold her as she standeth there, 
Breathless, with fixed, awe 
shadowed eyes 
Beneath the noon-touched golden hair! 
In his description of Katilda he said he saw her in his 
dream nd she was young and pure, dressed in white and 
pink, with yellow ringlets. 
Thomson's love for Matilda must not have been a 
superficial one for he refers to her in two cantos of 
«*.-•» r • 
"The City Dreadful Mght" written twenty years after 
He said he saw a woman with & red lamp in 
her hand bare headed and bare footed kneeling by his 
In Canto 1 he saw her lying upon a low 
her death. 
side (Canto X?). 
white bed, with tapers burning at the foot ana head. 
He said she was death still, lifeswoet with palms folded. 
1 kneel beside thee and clasp the cross 
fith eyes forever fixed upon thy face 
I kneel here patient as thou Heat there 
As patient as a stature carved in atone, 
Of adoration and eternal grief. 
22 
He seemingly did just what the poem points. 
He said that if she did not wake, he could not move, 
and he knew she would never wake so it would be most 
beautiful were death to end his grief. 
The very year he died, he was still writing 
While other interests of his life, his career, 
his religion, his health, all withered away, her image 
remained always radiant and always poignant with beauty 
In his happy moments he 
could wistfully dream of what might have been and in a 
pathetic mockery he could live out for some brief hours 




of the days that were no more. 
CHAPTiiR III 
MATTERS PERTAINING TO POETRY 
James Thomson, though his works were few and his 
death comparatively early, was still one of the remark­
able poets of the nineteenth century. Most of the poets 
of the times have flirted with pessimism, but through their 
beautifully expressed sorrow, we cannot help seeing that} 
on the whole, they are less sad than they seem, or, that 
like Matthew Arnold, they laid hold of a stern kind of 
philosophic consolation. It was rtserved for Thomson to 
write the real poem of despair; it was for him to say 
the ultimate word about melancholia; for, of course, it 
is the result of the disorder which is depicted in "The 
City of Dreadful Night." It was for him to gauge its 
horrible shapes, to understand its revelation of darkness 
as Shelley and others have understood revelation of light. 
As soon as one has read "The City of Dreadful Night", he 
feels transported to a land of infinite tragedy.^" 
But not all of Thomson's writings are sad and 
There are some poems in which he seems a man of 
They depict the cheer-
gloomy . 
virile energy and zest for living, 
ful side of his nature which he inherited from his father. 
1. Philip B. Marston, Litt-rarv Criticism. Vol. VII, 
p. 621. 
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In many of these poems he is delightfully rapturous. 
"Sunday up the River" (1365) is the most light-hearted 
It is a lyric medley which narrates 
a rambling story of holiday love up the Thames River. 
There is keen good humor in the enthusiastic assertion 
that 
work in the book. 
I love all hearty exercise 
That makes one strain and quiver, 
And best of all I love and prize 
This boating on the river. 
Thomson loved the beauty of nature for he describes it 
in the poem thus: 
The sky was pale and fervor 
The distent trees were grey, 
The hill-lines drawn like waves of dawn 
Dissolving in the day. 
In the eighth passage the hero produces a "pocket-pis­
tol" of Jameson's Irish Whiskey and the poem ends with a 
There is genial happy hearted speech of life and love, 
no clearer example in all Thomson's book of his whimsical 
and good fellowship than is to be found in passage fifteen. 
Give a man a horse he can ride, 
Give a man a boat he can sail; 
And his rank and wealth, his strength 
and health, 
On sea nor shore shall fail. 
Give a man a pipe he can smoke, 
Give a man a book he can read; 
And his home is bright with calm 
delight, 
Though the room be poor indeed. 
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Give a man a girl he can love, 
As I, 0 my Love, love 
And his heart is great with the 
pulse of fate, 
At home, on 1 nd, or sea. 
This beautiful poem has been set to music and is a very 
popular song today. 
In an equally cheerful vein, though seemingly, not so 
sustained, is its sister medley, "Sunday at Hampstead" 
(an idle idyll by a very humble number of the great and 
In the pursuits of the commoners he noble London mob)• 
takes huge relish: 
Vve can lau^h out loud when merry, 
vve can romp at kiss-in-the ring, 
We can take our beer at a public, 
We can loll on the grass and sing. 
With Thomson*s realistic good humor, there are also 
rapturous and beautiful lyrics as here: 
Day after day this azure May 
The blood of Spring has swelled 
in my veins, 
Night after night in broad moonlight 
A mystical dream has dazzled my 
brains. 
Thomson himself must be "Lazy", the hero of the poem; he 
laughs heartily. On the whole these, two gay and good 
"Sunday up a River" and"Sunday at Hamstead", 
have a sweetness, richness and simplicity about them 
Victorian poetry of the medley type, 
all alien to the temperament of the 
humored poems, 
almost unique among 
yet they are not at 
author of the "City of Dreadful Night." 
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As th.-t is the consummate expression of the dark side 
of his life, so these are two poems which give the fullest 
No optimist could be expression of his sunniest moments, 
so rapturous h; d he not also known the pangs of sorrow, 
nor could a pessimist who was not also partially an idealist 
be so vividly and poignantly desparing. 
"The Fire That Filled My Heart of Old" is a rich 
emotional lyric that was written in 1864. "Art" (1865} is 
of his poems that shows the high point of cheerfulness 
and concerns the relation of art to life: 
Singing is sweet, but be sure of this, 
Lips only sing when they cannot kiss. 
one 
Had he let his arm steal round her waist 
Would the lovely portrait yet be 
traced? 
Thomson used writing poetry as an open escape from the 
burdens of life which were sometimes almost unsupportable, 
but no trace is found where he had an illusion about art 
for art's sake. 
It was in the years between 1862 and 1870 that 
Thomson was dismissed from the army and he took up hack-
writing, that is writing poems for a London paper. 
"Polycrates on Waterloo" (1865) is a rather amusing hack-
"L'Ancien Regime" or "The Good Old Rule" is 
It was written in 1867, and has a politi-






The"Life's Hebe" (1866) is an allegory of life. 
Hebe offers her cup to all men in youth, but none will 
take it as she gives it. Yet if its contents are di­
luted with wine or honey they become poisonous. The 
natural man escapes by mixing thtm with water. Only 
the poet drinks the contents unmixed, and it is found that 
he returns the cup fuller than when he received it. 
! 
The moral is, that if one is to enjoy life, he must em­
brace it boldly and without hesitation. 
For a time Thomson was secretary to the Polish 
The trend in his interest is seen 
Cheerful philosophy 
committee in London. 
in "Polish Insurgent" (1863) . 
in "Lord of the Castle of Indolence" (1859). appears 
There is dreary sweetness in the stanzas with a strand 
or two of inevitable fatalism: 
How men will strain to row against 
the tide 
Which yet must sweep them down in 
career; 
Or if some win their way and crown their 
pride 
the desert wild and drear, What do they win? 
The savage rocks, the icy wastes austere. 
to what the future In this poem Thomson is indifferent as 
will be; he is idle and seems to have no cares nor worry. 
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"Proem" (1882) looks wistfully backward upon the 
antique fables, beautiful and bright in which the happy 
Since the time the world had grown pagan ages trusted, 
old and self-conscious, and its cares had become oppres-
Immortality seemed half a phantasy, and only love 
remained as man's refuge Fate. 
The po^t invokes tne beautiful shams of life in 
sive. 
"Philosophy" (1866) and resolves not to probe too 
In these lines he says: curiously into the truth. 
If Midge will pine and curse its house away 
Because Midge is Everything - For aye, 
Poor Midge thus loses it on summer day 
Loses it all - and winneth what 
I pray? 
In the poem "The Poet and His Muse" Thomson feels 
that, however joyous the past poetry of his youth had 
He realizes been, now it has grown gloomy and bitter, 
that his art is his only refuge from life, now that love 
Yet he feels that even these poetic powers of is dead. 
his are slipping from his control, 
mons courage, however, and declares that if only because 
he could suffer bitterly, his artistic faculties were still 
At the end he sum-
his own: 
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I am half torpid yet I spurn this lore, 
I am long silent yet cannot avow 
My singing voice is lost for evermore; 
For lo, this beating heart, this burning brow 
This spirit gasping in keen spasms of dre d 
And fierce revulsion that it is not dead, 
This agony of the stings 
what soulless clod would have these tears 
and sobbings, 
These terrors that are hopes, these passionate 
throbbings? 
Dear Muse, revive! ••••e yet may dream and 
love and sing! 
One might consider "Poet and His Muse" as a melan­
choly poem, but it does seem sincere. 
Thomson wrote "The Naked Goddess"(1867)• It is a 
significant poem which seems to point toward the new doc-
It is an allegorical story of the un-trine of the age. 
tameable Goddess of Nature, whom the city-folk vainly 
She refused to attempted to cloak in robes of science, 
conform to the law of the arch-priest or sage, and bestows 
her blessings only on the little children who can under-
But "Virtue and stand her and are willing to follow her. 
Vice" written in 1669, is a poem showing the goodness of 
He closes the a woman while her husband has many vices, 
poem by asking which would one rather pass 
"The wicked husband or a saintly wife 1" 
his life with, 
Thomson wrote a number of short poems th t are 
"A Voice from the Nile" (1681) de­ne it her gay nor sad. 
picts the unceasing law of change in the universe, and of 
the instability of all human things. "Day" (1666) is a 
light lyric expressing loneliness in a silent land, and 
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"Night" (1864) is a lyric expressing his loneliness in a 
sleepless night. "Song of Sighing" (1368) tells of the 
beauty of nature outside in a world that is not all woe. 
He brings out the idea that if only a little joy would 
visit us and stay for just a moment it would lighten up 
the heart. The poet also pays tribute to three great 
English writers: Robert Burns (1859), Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning (1861) and to William Blade (1366). 
The poems preceding are mostly inclined to cheerful­
ness and love but now they shall sink gradually to the 
"confirmation of the old despair." 
The three poems "At Belvolr", "The Sleepers", and 
"Proem" written in 1882 have a quiet and melodious 
"At Bel voir" was written in January, 1882, 
In it Thom-
melancholy. 
It is a ballad historical and prophetical, 
son contemplates the slumber of a young a nd beautiful 
girl, still his pathetically lost love, Matilda, 
that his thoughts go back to last July when two good 
He says 
friends "we roamed apart the shady walks of Belvoir.'1 
Then he transports himself out of dreary London in 
January and says: 
My thoughts go on to next July, 
More happy thoughts more tender; 
A day to make the saddest heart 
In bliss a firm believer; 
When two True Lovers may roam apart 
The shadiest walks of Belvoir. 
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Thomson probably planned to re-visit this place where 
his memory oould recall the happy thoughts that he cherished. 
But the prophecy did not come true. Fate stood in the path 
of hi8 prophesied visit, for by July, 1882, he had been dead 
Another poem that was written in February, 1882, 
shows aome of his new poetic power; it is the poen sHe Heard 
Her Sing.* 
for a month. 
"Weddah and Gm-el-Bonaln* is an Oriental love story 
written in 1868-1869. It tells the story of two lovers who 
were crushed by an ominpreaent and all-powerful Fate. There 
is war, the lovers must part. She prays that he will never 
quail, even though his heart grieves, his strength and valor, 
skill and care should be devoted to serve the sacred Tribe. 
He believes that her love will never change. While he was 
away she had many temptations from the leading officials. 
This story shows the faithfulness of these two lovers.. 
Thomson brings out the idea of nobility at war with evil 
oonditions. 
"Mater Tenebrarum" is an outburst of sensuous rest-
The gathering gloom less anguish at his bereavement, 
and increasing melancholy of his nature here finds a 
fiery Swinburnian utterance.1 He cries out in the night 
p. 44. 1. Meeker, Op. Oit • § 
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at the thought that perhaps his love is dead in soul as 
well as in body: 
In the endless nights, from my bed, where, 
sleepless in frenzy in lie, 
I cleave through the crushing gloom with a 
bitter and deadly cry: 
OhS where have they taken my Love from 
our Eden of bliss on this earth, 
Which now is a frozen waste of sepulchral 
and horrible dearth? 
Have they killed her indeed? is her soul 
as her body, which long 
Has mouldered away in the dust where the 
foul worms throng? 
She is dead, she is utterly dead; for her life 
would hear and speed 
To the wild imploring cry of my heart that 
cries in its dreadful need. 
Thomson finds 
Ho hope in this v^orn-out world, no hope 
beyond the tomb; 
No living and loving God, but blind and 
stony doom. 
For the first time recorded in his poems, he is half 
minded to commit suicide and end it all. let there re­
mains in him: 
A fire of dread, a light of hope, kindled, 0 
Love, by thee; 
and gentle and beautiful soul, 
it must immortal be. 
For thy pure 
It was just this glimmer of hope that prevented his 
nobility to his life struggle, suicide always, that gave 
and genius to his pessimistic poems. 
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"The Three That Shall Be One" Is tin allgory of Love, 
who is betrothed to Death, yet Is seduced by Life and left 
on earth to comfort him. This poem seems to be the only 
one In the book whioh shows tense, simple mysticism. These 
lines show the idea: 
Faint on the ground she lay; 
Love kissed the swoon away; 
Death then bent over her, 
Death the sweet comforter! 
Whispered with tearful am 
Walt but a little while. 
Then I will com® to thee; 
We are one family. 
•In the Room* (186?) a poem that contains the morbid 
element because in it one can detect that Ifeomson has in 
mind to commit suicide. The llnliness of the great city 
ie here centered within a single dingy lodging room. This 
lit, 
is definitely his own room and the character lying dead he 
He says that the room had onoe been pictures as himself, 
very bright and gay, glorified by love, but the beautiful 
mistress had gone away, andits present master had become ox 
a gloomy temper, committed suicide, and is lying dead on 
the bed. 
It lay, the lowest thing there, lulled 
Sweet-sleep-like in corruption1a truce; 
Unconscious of the deep disgrace. 
The "It* is the dead body which Thomson imagines is his 
He has the furniture in the room telling the story 
of his increasing despair, his silent hours of morbid 
own. 
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brooding, end his eventual death by poison. 
It lay and preached, as dumb things do 
More powerfully than tongues can prate; 
Though life be torture through and through, 
Man is but weak to plain of fate. 
To see the dead body Is more impressive on the mind 
than what is said. When the drear path becomes drearier 
to one who is hopeless he says one can lie down when he 
will and end all, When this all happened the night was 
black and saw nothing. The old bed held the room in 
awe until the moon came out. There were many tales of 
experience, thrilled with gloom. This bed told tales 
of human sorrows and delights, fever moans and infant 
wails and of births and deaths and bridal nights. But 
this suicidal was the saddest and gloomiest experience of 
all. 
Thomson was a personal poet and here one can detect 
the outcome of many bitter and sad hours of despair, 
when suicide seemed to him a tempting escape. He wanted 
to get away from everything, any washout, just get away. 
His old melancholy is again upon him and he is nearer 
to the "City" his masterpiece of despair• 
The poem that follows is one of Thomson's greatest 
It expresses his glo my mood. 
Here he 
characteristic poems. 
It is titled "To Our Ladies of Death" (1B61). 
is weary of erring in this desert life inhere thoughts make 
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nothing plain. He prays for oblivion. "The passion 
is pure, the style is direct and majestically powerful. 
There are no doubts or expectations here, but a calm 
acceptance of natural laws.**1 He makes a direct and 
powerful appeal to thea. First the holy L^dy of 
Beatitudes, who represents individual and conscious 
Immortality . nci the horrible Lady of Annihilation, who 
represents eternal death, in turn each appears before the 
Last corses the Lady of poet but fails to solace him. 
Oblivion, the spirit of peaceful fusion into the world-
spirit. Thomson says that aht goes into all places and 
gathers the poor, mean and outcast, and then gives them 
eternal rest. He tells her that his hopeful life 
craves rest from strife. A few lines of this poem shows 
a morbid element especially in the last verse: 
Thou hauntest twilight regions, and the 
trance 
Of moonless nights when st< rs are few and 
wan 
Within black woods; or over the expense 
Of solitary shores whose populace graves 
Are rocked in rest by ever-moaning waves, 
Or through vast ruined cities still and lone. 
The weak, the weary, and the desolate, 
The poor, the mean, the outcast, the 
opprest, 
All trodden down beneath the march of 
Fate, 
Thou gatherest, loving Sister, to thy 
breast. 
1. Ibid., P. 55T 
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boothing their pain and weariness asleep, 
Theie in thy hidden Dreamland hushed and 
deep 
Dost lay them, shrouded in eternal rest. 
Thomson realizes the eternal interchange of matter, 
and knows that in his corporeal substance he will again 
enter into living things. let his prayer for himself, 
like Shakespeare's great sonnet LXVI, "Tired with all 
these, for restful death I cry," is for the peaceful 
oblivion which only death can bestow upon him.-*- He 
makes the cry: 
Weary of living isolated life, 
Weary of hoping hopes for-ever vain, 
Weary of struggling in all-sterile strife, 
Weary of thought which maketh nothing 
plain, 
I close my eyes end hush my panting 
breath, 
And yearn for Thee, divinely tranquil 
Death 
To come and soothe away my bitter pain. 
This poem, "Our Ladies of Death" points forward with 
sombre insistence to the "City of Dreadful Night." 
"The peculiarly effective form in which it and the later 
"City" are written, was, as Thomson himself afterwards 
confessed, taken from Browning's, "Guardian Angel", 
is an ironic fact th t the most optimistic English poet 
should provide for the most pessimistic of English poets 
a vehicle for the most pessimistic poem in the English 
language.* 
It 
1. Ibid., p. 55T 
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The City of Dreadful Night 
"The City of : readful Night" may be characterized 
as a sombre, darkly wrought composition toned to a 
minor key from which it never varies. It is a mystical 
allegory, the outgrowth of brooding on hopelessness and 
spiritual desolation. The legend of Durer's Melancholia 
is marvelously tr nscribed and the isometric, "As I came 
through the Desert thus it was", is only surpassed by 
Robert Browning^ "Childe Roland." The cup of pessimism, 
with all its conjuring bitterness, is drunk to the 
dregs in this enshrouded and lurid, but always remarkable 
poem."^ 
The keynote of the poem is the motto from Leopard!: 
"In Thee, 0 Death, our naked nature finds repose; not 
Leopardi was an joyful, but safe from old sadness." 
Italian poet and a modern master of pessimism, to whom 
Thomson dedicated "The City of Dreadful Night 
shows utter despair beyond all hope, 
"Whoever writes of James Thomson cannot avoid 
giving first place to "The City of Dreadful Night" when 
This is the poem by which 
It possesses at once an attractive 
n2 which 
he comes to speak of his works, 
he must stand or fall. 
1. nri Clarence Stedman. Literary Criticism. Vol. VII 
p» 456. 
2, Bowyer and Brooks, OP. Pit., p. 613. 
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and repelling power. It h a undoubtedly proved a choke 
pear to many lovers f poetry, who would have found 
little or nothing to repel them in the author1 s remaining 
On the other ha d, its lurid and arresting poems. 
power, its ap;e = ling pathos, the marvelous variety in 
its seeming monotony, and the skill with which a broad 
general effect is produced by means of a multitude of 
minute touches, has so impressed other readers and critics 
that they have gone so far as to declare that it la the 
only poem of its author which rises above mediocrity." 
In the prologue of this poem Thomson says he is 
prostrate with heart and soul in languor* ond tears. 
He asked why he was prone to write about his woes when 
people about him seemed so happy and would pay little 
attention to what he says, 
nhy break the souls of mute despair 
unbidden 
And wail life * s discord into careless ears' 
Philip Beurke Marston, the blind English poet says, 
As soon as we read the opening of 'The 
City of Dreadful flight* we feel trans-
ported to a land ofiinfinite tragedy. 
Since life itself is so tragic such 
poems as "The City of Dreadful flight 
are worse then needless* 
Thomson says he wrote such poetry because a cold 
seized hi® at times to show the bitter, old, and 
V olL ^.aulal 
rage 
reface", 
p. 14* lTBertraM Dobeli, flight am ytfter looms. 
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wrinkled truth stripped maked of all the vesture that 
beguiles as false dreams, false hopes, false marks and 
modes of youth. Then he says: 
Because it gives some sense of power and 
passion 
In helpless impotence to try to fashion 
Our woes in living words howe'er uncouth. 
He said he did not write for the hopeful young, or those 
who dec-m their happiness worthwhile. For none of these 
could read the writing if they deigned to try. The true 
reason for the existence of this particular poem is 
given by Thomson, himself, in the following lines: 
Yes, here and there some weary wanderer 
In that same city of tremendous night, 
Will understand the speech, and feel a stir 
Of fellowship in all-disastrous fight; 
I suffer mute and lonely, yet another 
Uplifts his voice to let me know a brother 
Travels the same wild paths though out of sight. 
In this poem the "City" is of night, perchance of Death, 
for never can there come the lucid morning's fragrant 
breath after the dewy dawning'a cold grey air. Thomson 
realizes that his city is built in a sleepless nightmare, 
and that in clear daylight it "dissolveth like a dream 
of night away." Yet he declares that if such a dream 
returns night aft^r night, and year after year, it cannot 
be distinguished from life itself, which is composed 
essentially of habitual dreams, whose reality is measured 
only by the frequency and forces of their recurrence. 
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His city is not the conventional and outworn imagery of 
a ruined place, but one that consists of orderly streets 
and spacious mansions. It is London, itself, seen in a 
moment of despair, and described with force equal to 
poets greater than he. 
In this city one finds: 
The street-lamps burn amidst the baleful 
gloom, 
Amidst the soundless solitudes immense 
Of ranged mansions dark and still as 
tombs. 
The silence which benumbs or strains the 
• sense 
Fulfils with awe the soul*s despair un-
weeping: 
Myriads of habitants are ever sleeping, 
Or dead, or fled from nameless pestilenceI 
There are other inhabitants too, with "worn faces that 
look deaf and blind lika magic masks of stone." 
City is of night, but not of Sleep. 
are like years and the ages creep. 
seems a termles hell. "Though the Garden of thy Life be 
wholly waste, the sweet flowers withered, the fruit-
trees berren, over its walls hang ever the rich d rk 
clusters of the Vine of Death, within e sy reach of thy 
hand, which my pluck of them when it will. 
To him it is supremely real. 
The 
The pitiless hours 
To Thomson a night 
In his deep distress, he depicts himself as 
He paints the traveling the long dim silent streets. 
7T77 IT: mm •» 
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hopeless woes of all who have entered the City. All 
the sorrows of humanity are found here, and the poet's 
hand, at times, grows a little weary of recording them. 
First he meets a weary pilgrim who, as a victim of 
Fate, can only bemoan dead Faith, dead Love, deed Hope. 
Faith could not overcome the grave-yard, Hope perished 
through poverty and bitter adversity in a hovel, and 
Love died in a villa through sensuality, bringing false 
suspicions and murder in its train. In this gloomy 
poem Thomson gives in alternate sections the descriptions 
of the City and a series of episodes recounting the 
De&th-in-Life as the eternal king. 
There is in Section IV a second victim of Love and 
Fate that he meets. This is one of the memorable 
episodes in "The City of Dreadful Night" and is one of 
the greatest lyrics: 
As I came through the desert; all was black, 
In heaven no single star, on earth no track; 
A brooding hugh without a stir or note, 
The air so thick it clotted in my throat 
And thus for hours; then some enormous thing 
Swooped past with savage cries and clanking 
wings. 
But I strode on austere 
No hope could have no fear. 
"As I came through the desert" means the desert of life. 
This traveler seems to be Thomson, hinself, as he was 
when he wrote the poem. He had lost his love and hope 
and consequently feared nothing, even the horrors of 
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nature. But his love comes to him with a lamp which is 
her own bleeding heart. She vainly tries to wipe his 
brow clear of anguish. He feels himself two separate 
personalities, one his former self which swoons at her 
desolate beauty, the other his later self vfoich watches 
it passively and hopelessly endures without a sign all 
the tortures which Fate can inflict. The spectre vanishes 
on the tide with the corpse of his former self, his 
memories of love long years ago, while the other soulless 
and impotent self cries out with the simplicity of a 
tragedy: 
They love, their do ra is drear, 
Yet they nor hope nor fear; 
But I, who do I here? 
This scene of the poem suggests Edgar Allen Poe, who liked 
to use the death of a beautiful woman on which to build 
In this scene Thomson is thinking of his be-his theme, 
loved Fatilda Welle r. 
There is a weird scene at the gate of the city, 
where all the pilgrims who would enter must obey a stern 
mandate: 
Leave hope behind, all ye who enter here. 
And would have passed in, gratified to gain 
The positive eternity of pain, 
Instead of this insufferable inane. 
Some itao have no hope to abandon at the gate, are denied 
entrance and suffer in a torpor in Limbo shut out Irom 
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Heaven and &arth and Hell* Inside the city, ghosts of 
former men walk the streets in despair* The poet overhears 
the conversation of two outworn sufferers. They must be 
Athiests or Infidels here, since they cannot believe in 
the fiendlike God wno must have created such a world. To 
these men religion is a bitter"utterance of words." 
As if a Being, God or Fiend could reign, 
At once so wicked, foolish, and insane. 
As to produce men when he could refrainl 
In this dream poem Thomson ®ys he hears a booming and jar 
of ponderous wheels Wnich must be a Fate appointed hearse 
bearing away to some mysterious place the joys, the peace, 
the life-hope, the abortions of all good things vhich should 
have been their portions, but as it was, it had been 
strangled by the City's curse. 
i % 
Again in Scene X the poet gives us another pathetic 
In a fine mansion a lover is 
The lines are: 
tribute of his lost love. 
praying beside his dead mistress. 
The chambers of the mansion of my heart. 
In every one wherein thine image dwells, 
Are black with grief eternal for thy sake. 
This girl was ever present in his thoughts which made his 
inmost soul black with eternal grief for her sake, He 
continues: 
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I kneel beside thee and I clasp the cross 
With eyes forever fixed upon thy face, 
So beautiful and dreadful in its calm. 
He seems to glide silently from the mansion and he re­
flects that: 
This was the festival that filled with light 
That palace in the City of Night. 
In this lonely travel the poet sees those who make 
their habitations in the tombs and breathes eternal 
sighs with mortal breath. Some are great in rank and 
wealth and power, some renowned for genius and worth, but 
some are poor and mean, who brood and cower and shrink 
from notice, and accept all dearth of body, heart, and 
soul and leave all the boons of life to others. Yet 
Thomson says all these and those are brothers, the 
As he watched he saddest and the weariest men on earth, 
saw them one by one, each silent with his thought in a 
long loose line approach, and go slowly toward the great 
cathedral*s cloistered square as if to enter while a 
shrouded figure challenged each one before he enters: 
Whence come you in the world of life and light 
To this our City of Tremendous Night? 
There were people from all walks of life in this line 
before the cathedral, challenged by that warder sad and 
bach one responded with his countersign, then 
entered the cathedral; and in turn Thomson said he 
also entered after having given his countersign. 
• • • 
stern. 
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He is now into this large, dark cathedral where a 
doom-stricken congregation listens to the despairing 
sermon delivered in a "voice of solemn stress." All mm-
ner of men have come to this sombro. refuge and there is 
no joy among them. Doom has made them forever sorrow­
ful. The preacher finds that involution is a bitter thing 
for mankind, which has no "special clause"for man, but 
which is only the method that Fate has chosen to impel 
change through the universe: 
If toads and vultures are obscene to sight, 
If tigers burn with beauty and with might, 
Is it by favor, or by wrath of Fate? 
Many people could never become reconciled to the doctrine 
of the new science, the minister continues: 
All substance lives and struggles evermore 
Through countless shapes continually at war, 
By countless interaction interknit. 
The preacher brings out the idea that what is to happen 
must happen and nothing can change it: 
If one is born a certain day on earth, 
All time and forces tended to that birth, 
Kot all the world could change or hinder it. 
Thomson1s ghost-like minister concludes th t if man would 
fulfill his poor life, which Fate has ordered and over 
which he (man) has no control, that he is at least fret to 
end it when he will "without the fear of waking after 
death." There is irony in the fact that "tan's one short 
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life should be a spasm of pain between two eternal 
The shadowy congregation rested still after oblivions. 
hearing th^ minister as if they were brooding on that 
Then a shrill and lamentable "End it when you will." 
cry sprang forth: -
The man speaks sooth, alasI 
.e have no personal life beyond the grave; 
There is no God; Fate knows nor wrath nor 
ruth 
Can I find here the comfort which I crave? 
It This part of the poem shows the doubts of the age. 
shows all the morbidity and hopelessness which he put in 
This shadowy minister simply said with humid his poems, 
eyes and thoughtful drooping head: 
My poor Brother, it is thus. 
This life itself holds nothing good for us. 
But it ends soon and never more can be. 
Thomson is again wandering through the endless night 
in a suburb of the North to a spot where three close 
He took the left-h*nd lane and after a lanes led down. 
few steps he met one that was not of a sound mind, 
describes hini as a wounded creature in a tangled poisonous 
bush who crawls painfully backward, in an endeavor to re­
gain the innocence and delight of a previous existence. 
Yet the way is dark and he has unknowingly traversed all 
its winding paths over and over again. 
He 
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A number of lines in the poem,"The City of Dreadful 
Night," are not exactly morbid but presents the dark side 
of life as the lines just described: 
• 
After a hundred steps I grew aware 
Of something cr wling in the lane below; 
It seemed a wounded creature prostrate 
there 
That sobbed with pangs in making progress 
slow 
The hind limbs stretched to push, the 
fore limbs then 
To drag; for it would die in its own den. 
This is how the poet pictures the horrors and disappoint-
i 
ments of life. Just as the creature made no progress 
forward but only circled in a ring, Thomson had the s me 
morbid idea about his own life. In the poem "Ladies of 
Death" he speaks of the transmigration of the souls, but 
here in this horrible scene he finds it to be only anothei 
tragic mockery of existence as these lines show: 
But coming level with I discerned 
That it had been a man; for at 
my tread, 
It stopped in its sore travail and 
haIf-turned, 
Leaning upon its right and raised 
its head 
And with the left hand twitched back 
as in ire 
Long grey unreverend locks befouled 
with mire. 
Going further in this sombre City about Canto XII Thomson 
overhears two comes to the dark River of Suicide, ano 
weary men discussing self-murder as a means of t IS 
1*8 
life. Here his own xeaction for avoiding the escape, 
which he pictured in "In the Room", are made clear. He 
wishes to see "what shifts are yet in the dull play", and 
to "refrain from grieving Dear foolish friends by our 
untimely leaving." Yet with admirable courage he concludes 
that, "It is but for one night after all, and even fate 
could not deny to him and all men, That one best sleep 
that never wakes again." 
This poem embodies a typical, frequent and perhaps 
All thoughts of a 
As stated above he 
the dominant mood in Thomson*s life, 
new life are only a mockery to him. 
is not like Christina Rossetti who always looked for a 
hope of triumph; his hope withers and he is helpless under 
the doom of his terrible dreams. 
Again near the cathedral on the western front stood 
a wave-worn rock, before it opposite from where Thomdon 
A triumphant angel in 
The angel *s 
sat two figures faced each other, 
stone opposes the vacant eyed Sphinx of Nature. 
A sharp and clashing hand held a sword as if to smite. 
The angers wing and sword 
had fallen, and the angel becomes a doomed and helpless 
Then the warrior who was watching, falls, while 
there remains only the "cold majestic face" of the eternal 
This shows the hopelessness that the poet had 
for man and the poem is the most faithful and magnificent 




expression of the spirit of despair. 
This sombre poem rises at the close almost in sub­
limity in the description of the great stature of 
Melancholia which broods over the city as the emblem of 
despair. 
The poet brilliantly describes "Melancholia" who 
is the patron saint of the city. He has transferred the 
actual details c.<nd the strange fascination of Duress 
great engraving into poetry. Thomson is referring to 
Durer's "Melancholia", a noted engraving,1 she represents 
the human race, which struggles with a vain but continual 
heroism against its bitter destiny. She knows that in 
the end all struggles ere frustrated, that, 
Hone can pierce the vast black veil 
uncertain 
Because there is no light beyond 
the curtain; 
That all is vanity end nothingness. 
She rests there forever in "bronze sublimity" over her 
tragic city, a symbol of Thomson's own sad, unshaken 
heroism in the face of certain disaster: 
Titanic from her high throne in the North, 
That City's sombre Patroness and ueen, 
In bronze sublimity she gazes forth 
Over her capital of teen and threne. 
Her subjects often gaze up to her there: 
The strong to drink new strength of iron 
endurance 
The weak new terrors; all renewed 
assurance 
And confirmation of the old despair. 
1. Rnwycr and Brooks. The Victorian Age. Prose. Poetry, 
and Drama, p. 1131* 
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"The City of Dreadful Night" is the best of the longer 
It is a pessimist and nihilist effusion of the poems. 
deepest gloom amounting to despair, but it is couched in 
stately verse of an absolute sincerity and contains some 
splendid passages. The Images and ideas of this poem 
pressed themselves upon Thomson as he wandered about the 
streets of London during periods of insomnia. What he 
presented is a city of modern society, conceived as the 
result of a v st single process without objective aim. 
It is the imaginary city of Despair. Although the poem 
is suggestive of a philosophic and religious theorem, it 
is not to be loaded with ethical significance,1 
R**njami n Woods r Poetry of the Victorian 
Period, "Footnote", p. 576. 
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INSOMNIA 
It was in March 1832, that Thomson gave us the last 
of his chief pessimistic poems, "Insomnia", a fitting 
It is sleeplessness, pendant in its terror and gloom, 
whose horrors are described in this impressive piece. 
Sleeplessness added to his affliction and his drunkenness 
Kis candle was slowly burning 
In the sombre 
increased to dipsomania. 
out, his luckless career was near its end. 
and awful imagery of which he was so powerful and unique 
a master, he describes his interminable nights of waking 
despair, and burns out the last of his poetic energies 
He describes sleeplessness as thus: forever. 
I let my lids fall, sick of thought and sense, 
But felt that Shadow heavy on my heart; 
And saw the night before me in immense 
Black waste of ridge-walls, hour by hour 
apart, 
df^4aho"»fa°S SrSl'Sridg!; 
But I. whose hours stood fast, . 
painfully each steep side 
thither, 
hour's span for years ol 
travail last. 
Thus I went down into that first ravine, 
Wearilv. slowly, blindly and alone. 
S^ggerlAg staling sinking £«^3 uns..n. 
Shaken and bruised and gashed by stub and 
stone; 
And at the bottom paven with 
A torrent-brook rushed headlong with 
stress 
Against my feeble limbs. 
Must climb more 
And so make one 
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Such fury of wave and foam and icy bleakness 
Buffeting insupportably my weakness 
That when I would recall dazed memory swirls 
and swims. 
How I got through I know not, faint as death; 
And then I had to climb the awful scarp, 
Creeping with many a pause for panting breath, 
Clinging to tangled root and rock-jut sharp; 
Perspiring with faint chills instead of heat, 
Trembling, and bleeding hands and knees and 
feet; 
Fallings to rise anew; 
Until, with lamentable toil and travel 
Upon the ridge of aria sand and gravel 
1 lay supine half-dead and heard 
The bell chime Two, 
Thomson never tried to express the harmony of life 
but the meaningless discords of it; he used some uncouth-
ness to do it successfully and he must have realized that 
the words were harsh, ugly, and dark for he wrote: 
I look back on the words already written, 
And writhe by cold rage stung, by self-
scorn smitten, 
They are so weak and vain and infinitely 
inane , • • • • 
With his imagination Thomson went down into ravine after 
ravine slowly, wearily, and blindly alone staggering, 
As in his vision, 
His drink habit had him at the 
bottom of the sea of oblivion, "silent and shrouded with 
the sense of fate," 
stumbling and sinking to depths unseen, 
so he was in real life. 
There was no stopping, there was no 
turning back; he was doomed and the time was near at hand. 
In this poem "Insomnia" one finds none of the fre­
quent joy in color end beauty which is found in even "The 
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City of Dreadful Night." There is no memory of his 
lost love, no melody of words as "TA"hen I came through 
the desert." It is just plain, harsh, and ugly. He must 
have been writing this poem at the time of this incident: 
On one occasion, after Thomson h;d left the 
hospital house of his friends and was living alone 
in London lodgings, the children of his land­
lady (of whom, as of all children, he was fond, 
with a fully reciprocated affection) going to 
the door to admit him, clo ed it again in his 
face, and told their father that "Mr. Thom­
sons wicked brother was at the door;" they 
could not recognize their Mr. Thomson in this 
figure of the dipsomaniac claiming his name. 
Even his best friends at times found themselves 
forced from his society. The fits were always 
preceded by d^ys of blackest hypochondria, 
until at last, In desperation, he flew to the 
bottle. He paced the dreary ways of that 
vast murky chaos called London, hardly able to 
keep his head above the water (indeed often 
going under); he was a man of exceptional 
genius, quite unknown, and powerleso to win 
hearers, with an ever growing sense of utter 
aloofness from his fellows, faith and hope 
gone, health gone, now alone in the mean 
dingy room, now carousing late with some ac­
quaintance, over wrought, unsleeping brain 
tortured all night, hag ridden by hell-born 
phantoms and cruel dreams. Poor Thomson had 
long vainly desired publication, and his first 
book obtained audience "fit though few", but 
success came too late to serve him. Fame, 
long expected arrived; but only to look into 
the face of a dying man. 
1. Noel Roden, The Library of Literary Criticism. 
Vol. VII, p. 634. 
CHAPTER IV 
MATTERS CONCERNING THE LAST DAYS OF 
JAMES THOMSON 
The last days of James Thomson were filled with 
more struggles than ever with his melancholia darkening 
as the days went by. He lived through them quite alone, 
the unresisting victim of alcohol and insomnia. He 
died, not unwillingly, on June 3, l£$2, and w;s buried 
without religious ceremony in High cemetery.1 
In many details the sorrowful career resembles that 
of our American poet,Edgar Allen Poe. Both poets were 
orphaned, and later endured the drudgery of an uncon­
genial profession. Both survived the woman whom they 
loved, and finding that her image persisted in their 
thoughts, preserved her in their poems. Both under went 
the privation and poverty of an apparently unsuccessful 
literary life and at length resorted to drink as an 
vescape from their memory, and finally found death in a 
strange hospital apart from all their friends. 
Thomson lived in the age of doubt and perplexity and 
unrest. He knew a cheerless home, the sting of poverty 
and endured suffering. He knev/ the bitterness of a 
doubting soul* He had a sad love affair and his feelings 
r->. 
T~I Bowyer and Brooks. Op. Clt., p. 612. 
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yearned after gloom and despair. For this his intellect 
demanded no proof nor explanation. Here he stats his 
spiritual agony through which he passed. 
I remember, years ago, 
Fits of despair that maddened woe, 
Frantic remorse, intense self scorn, 
And yearning harder to be borne 
Of utter loneliness forlorn: 
What passionate secret prayers 
I prayed! 
Thomson felt that the resolve was futile. He felt 
thet his prayers were not heeded by the "I am that I am 
God." 
ing developments. 
This reveals his religious views in their deepen-
Again in his pessimistic jaood he would 
deny the reality of p>rogress in the world when he says: 
The works proceed until run down; 
Although bereft of purpose, 
Void of use still go. 
He believed that there was revolution, but no forward 
movement; to him the balance of good and evil remained 
through all changes unchanged, eventually the human race, 
with all its hopes and fears, its virtues and crimes, its 
triumphs and failures would be swept e.Way, 
he circled - nd traced the series of tpe fraction left of 
life and found: 
He said that 
Perpetual recurrence ir| the scope 
Of but three t^nis, Faith 
Dead Lovj£ dead Hope * 
Thomson brooded over hig^dwn emotions ideas to such am J 
a dangerous extent,that his consciousness\urned uF°n 
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itself and fro® th t brooding and the sombre pessimism 
wrote this masterpiece, ''The City of Dreadful Bight." 
Dawson, an English author, says that in all these 
large effects of weirdness and solemnity which makes 
sunrise and sunset so full of awe and mystery, in poverty 
of wonder and desolation, Thomson is a master, and he has 
He is a man who hes studied Shelley to good purpose, 
broken down in quest, who has sought the Holy Grail in 
vain, who at last, hopeless of seeing any divine light, 
"starlight mingled with stars", has laid himself down in 
the unending forest, and is choked with the thick drift 
in darkness which ever falls upon him like the black 
snow of death.* Thomson hes no question to put to the 
oracle of doom; he has received his answer, and here 
records his beliefs that life is, 
Darkness at the core 2 
And dust and ashes all that is. 
He tells the story in a pathetic and heart searching 
poverty and insomnia,along with ill health 
that brought about intemperate habits, a love affair 
which was fatal and an insidious inherited malady, were 
the forces that enhanced his morbidity. His own mind 
manner. 
j. J. Dawson, Library pi 4v™ry :'rUic£E, 
Vol. VII, p. 637. 
2. Tennyson, In rnemoriam, XAXIV 
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was the theater in which the drama of his destiny was 
played out, and the passion which agitated his heart and 
soul were almost exclusively the subjects of r.is muse.1 
One must not forget that all of the poet's poems 
do not contain the morbid element. He had a double nature, 
one of cheerfulness and one of gloom; so his poems are 
gloomy but some cheerful. He v.as a man wavering between 
joy and despair, a love of beauty and a hatred of life, 
a passionate yearning for his dead love and a stern desire 
for oblivion. 
It was in the summer of 1853 that Matilda died and 
during that year he wrote not a single poem. The next 
year 1854 he wrote only one poem, "Karri ge". This was 
a tribute to Matilda. The following year several poems 
were written and they all dealt with his dreams of 
marriage - with his dead lady. The poems that were written 
in 1859 show the same curious alternation between cheer­
ful aspiration, and the fatalistic sorrow of the pessi­
mist.2 When in one of his happier moods, he felt that 
life was good and beautiful, and that he could find hap­
piness in singing praises as he saw himself in a stanze of 
"A Happy ioet." 
1. Dobell, OP. Cit., 
2. Meeker, OP. Cit.. p. 41• 
5a 
For I must sing of all I feel and know; 
Waiting with Memnon passive hear the palms, 
Until the heavenly light doth down and glow 
And thrill my silence into mystic psalms; 
From unknown realms the wind streams sad or gay, 
The trees give voice responsive to its sway. 
Much of the same cheerful philosophy appears in "Lord of 
the Castle of Indolence". While the indifference to the 
future referred to in the poem is not characteristic of 
Thomson*s commoner and deeper theories of both life and 
art, it does reveal a careless, indolent side to his nature 
which many phases of his life and of his poems bear wit­
ness. It is true he could be very cheerful at times, and 
some of his poems are cheerful, but the cheerful serve to 
If one knows the make the morbid poems more morbid, 
struggles and hardships of Thomson, and read the light 
verses in a poem like "Sunday up a River", then read 
one of the sad ones like "Mater Tenebrarum" in which he 
prays for oblivion, one can only conclude that the gay 
poem only enhanced the morbid one. 
Had Thomson usually possessed the powor of looking 
at the world objectively, he would have been far less 
pessimistic in his general feelings toward life, 
seemed unwilling to be reconciled and learn new truths. 
He failed to use the vast stores of facts which the 
He 
scientists had gathered, as lenses for deciphering more 
Tennyson used clearly the message from a divine hand. 
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these facts and gave us nIn Memoriam". Thomson was 
unlike his contemporaries because the vastnesa of scien­
tific discovery stunned him while it stimulated others 
to reach greater heights of spiritual truths. As 
Browning, always optimistic in his poems, his message 
w. s ever the same with confidence in the ultimate and 
eternal triumph of right, while Thomson through 
spiritual agony says: 
as well a thorn might pray to be 
Transformed into an olive tree; 
The "I am that I am " of God 
Defines no less a worm or clod. 
Unlike some other of his fellow poets, he had no strong 
constructive vision of the elements which must be built 
He considers the to replace the outworn institutions, 
government and the church as tyrannous and soulless 
machines; his positive and more hopeful beliefs are en­
gulfed by shadows of doubt and despair."1 He grew more 
pes imistic day by day. 
The chief pes. imistic poems are "To Our Ladies of 
Death" (1361), "In the Room" (1367), "The City of 
Dreadful Night" (1370) and "Insomnia" (1332). After 
writing "The City of Dreadful Light" there is a lapse 
of seven year in which he did very little writing, 
especially that of the passionate imaginative power 
1. Ibid., P. 347 
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which his greatest writings reveals. Then his next 
terrible poem was written in March 1882 j after this poem 
the candle was burning out. The poet was dying. The 
poems are in the preceding chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
His Standing 
Personally Thomson was genial and friendly, but 
the melancholy into which he was cast either by his 
inheritance or by a luckless career made him par 
excellence the English poet of pessimism, and at the 
same time destroyed him. 
He belongs to no school and defies classification 
with any poetic fraternity; his place in literary his­
tory is perhaps, most appropriately fixed in proximity 
to the poets of doubt and of "skeptical reaction'1, but 
stands apart from companions in personal character, 
temperament, and in a life long struggle. 
As a lyric poet, he ranks high and every thought­
ful reader of his lighter verse will have little 
patience with those who say that the most depressing of 
his poems is his only title to literary distinction. 
The two poems "Sunday up Kiver nd Sunday at 
Hamstead" are the best of his lighter verse and ''The 
City of Dreadful Night" one of the saddest and most 
The power to write 
makes Thomson the 
terrible poems any man ever wrote, 
joyful poems and then gloomy ones 
pessimist of pessimists. 
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Findings end Conclusion 
James Thomson's works are inseparably connected 
He was a personal poet, 
poems point to some happening or incident characteristic 
of his mood, whether sad or gay. 
His life was an incessant struggle with pessimism 
and his poems and character, therefore, have been inter­
preted in the light of these struggles. 
One central theme is the outstanding feature of his 
poems: the pain of living and the sombre majesty of 
despair with just enough joy to make them depressing. 
The motive is sketched in several of his poems. 
Thomson's works were not published until after his 
with his life. All of his 
death. 
When one comes to sum up the leading points of 
Thomson's life and character, one is naturally met by 
the consideration how far his morbid despondency, which 
is called pessimism, was due to his misfortune, and how 
It is the opinion of one of far to physical causes, 
his biographers that Thomson inherited a constitutional 
melancholia, and that his early bereavement was not the 
cause of his life-long misery, but merely the peg on which 
he hung his raiment of sorrow. One would probably be 
safe in concluding that the truth lies somewhere between 
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these two theories, and that Thomson*s pessimistic 
bent of mind was brought about partly by an inherited 
disposition to melancholia, and partly by crushing mis­
fortune of his early life.l 
The following lines are somewhat of an elegy by 
the poet, Philip Marston, to Thomson: 
Mo tears of mind shall fall upon thy face; 
Whatever city thou hast reached at last, 
Better it is than that where thy feet 
passed, 
So many times, such weary nights and days. 
Thy journeying feet knew all its inmost ways, 
Where shapes and shadows of dread things 
were cast: 
There moved thy soul profoundly dark and va3t, 
There did thy voice its 3ong of anguish 
raise. 
Thou would*st have left that city of great 
night, 
Yet traveled its dark mazes all in vain: 
But one way leads from it, which found aright, 
Who quitteth it shall not come back again. 
There didst thou grope thy way through thy 
long pain. 
Hast thou outside found any world of light? 
1- H. 4. Salt. Library of Literary Criticism. Vol. VII, 
p. 606. 
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